Companies are under pressure to significantly transform their governance, risk and compliance (GRC) processes as traditional mechanisms for risk management and regulatory compliance are fast becoming outdated. Key decision makers with responsibility and oversight in their organizations for finance, governance, risk management, compliance, internal controls and financial reporting will be attending to connect with thought-provoking speakers, solution providers and industry leaders. Get unparalleled exposure to these attendees who are responsible for making the strategic business development and purchasing decisions for their organizations.

FEATURED TOPICS

- Regulatory Compliance
- Corporate Governance
- Enterprise Risk Management
- Business Performance
- Cybersecurity
- Financial Fraud
- Internal Audit & Forensic Accounting
- Financial Technology

SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES

Networking Break Sponsor $4,500
- Branding on signage during sponsored break
- Breaks available mid-morning or mid-afternoon
- Branding options for tablecloth and napkins (Sponsor provides)

Breakfast or Lunch Sponsor $5,500
- 2-minute speaking opportunity
- Branding on signage during sponsored break
- Branding options for tablecloth and napkins (Sponsor provides)

Conference Networking Reception Sponsor $5,500
- 2-minute speaking opportunity
- Branding on signage during reception
- Branding options for tablecloth and napkins (Sponsor provides)

Panel Discussion Speaking Opportunity $15,000
- Panel discussion moderator or panelist discussing approved/relevant topic

All sponsors receive a tabletop display to showcase and distribute materials; two complimentary registrations; source code to distribute to clients encouraging event attendance at the discounted FEI member rate; recognition on event promotions and signage; and pre- and post-event attendee lists for a one time direct mail use (attendee name/title/company/mailing address).

Learn more about this event online: www.financialexecutives.org/grc2020

For more details contact FEI’s Business Development Team: partners@financialexecutives.org 973.765.1050